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10x ARTRES: Scotland

Practice-as-Research: Ten Chances Int’l Art Res  
July-August 2015 

Left: Rural Residency – Gifford , UK
Right: Urban Residency – Edinburgh, UK

The full 10XARTRES event was set to run over the course of three months, and 
designed as two separate but subsequent residency events. Each has its own pre-
event, live residency, and post-event flow and rhythm. The first event, 10XARTRES: 
Scotland occurred in and around Edinburgh on 20 July–2 August, followed by an 
event in and around Minneapolis, USA in September.

10XARTRES: Scotland began in the small rural village of Gifford, located 20 miles 
east of Edinburgh, for five days and then moved into the city center for the remain-
ing 10 days, occupying an empty storefront in the busy Tollcross neighborhood on 
Lady Lawson Street, formerly a Bargain Spot £1 store.

The Scotland international cohort was comprised of seven emergent trans-
disciplinary resident artists:  Andy DuCett (MPLS), Stephanie Mann (EDI), and 
Collette Rayner (GLA), Luke Burton (LON), Anne-Laure Franchette (ZURICH), 
co-instigator James Currie (EDI), and myself.  All residents were invited on recom-
mendation from other artists in my peer group in the art scenes of Edinburgh as 
well as Minneapolis, my two homes. When soliciting recommendations, I inquired 
about emerging artists of rigour who work across disciplines and were complicit to 
undergo a small itinerant social studio for a two week duration.
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10x ARTRES: Minnesota

Practice-as-Research: Ten Chances Int’l Art Res,  
September 2015 

Left: Rural Residency – Northbranch, MN
Right: Urban Residency – Minneapolis, MN

The full 10XARTRES event was set to run over the course of three months, and 
designed as two separate but subsequent residency events. Each has its own pre-
event, live residency, and post-event flow and rhythm. The first event, 10XARTRES: 
Scotland occurred in and around Edinburgh on 20 July–2 August, followed by an 
event in and around Minneapolis, USA in September.

10XARTRES: Scotland began in the small rural village of Gifford, located 20 miles 
east of Edinburgh, for five days and then moved into the city center for the remain-
ing 10 days, occupying an empty storefront in the busy Tollcross neighborhood on 
Lady Lawson Street, formerly a Bargain Spot £1 store.

The Scotland international cohort was comprised of seven emergent trans-
disciplinary resident artists:  Andy DuCett (MPLS), Stephanie Mann (EDI), and 
Collette Rayner (GLA), Luke Burton (LON), Anne-Laure Franchette (ZURICH), 
co-instigator James Currie (EDI), and myself.  All residents were invited on recom-
mendation from other artists in my peer group in the art scenes of Edinburgh as 
well as Minneapolis, my two homes. When soliciting recommendations, I inquired 
about emerging artists of rigour who work across disciplines and were complicit to 
undergo a small itinerant social studio for a two week duration.
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10  Chances Artists’ Residency
2014

St. Paul, MN
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10  Chances Artists’ Residency
2012 and 2013 (mixed)

Minneapolis, MN
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10  Chances Artists’ Residency
2012 and 2013 (mixed)

Minneapolis, MN
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MF Bothy
12-28 June 2015

Edinburgh,  Scotland

Moveable Feast: A Bothy Project
Created and Programmed by Patricia Healy McMeans,  

Stephen Kavanagh & James Currie, 
 

with Design and Building assistance from Donald Watson

Moveable Feast Bothy –  a modular structure built to move – will host several 
events and be sited in various locations around Edinburgh and Leith over the 
course of Embassy Annuale, and can be tracked using the Bothy Tracker. Events 
throughout the Annuale to include dinners, exhibitions, film screenings, and work-
shops, including one-nighter art shows curated by artists James Currie and Rachael 
Disbury, respectively, and film screening/s highlighting site-specific situated learn-
ing environments, such as Black Mountain College, organized by  
Stephen Kavanagh. 

Through this project, we are co-opting the improvisational camaraderie and con-
versational tactics of what occurs “down the pub” which remain in constant flux, 
and are the incubators of networking, assemblage, and resistance.
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West 7th Histories
August 2017
St. Paul, MN

Art Cart | Springboard for The Arts

This 45-minute documentary film chronicles the 1940s and 50s history of a mutli-
ethnic neighborhood in St. Paul– West 7th Street. Comprised of Italian, Irish, and 
Czech immigrants, this project utilises auto/ethnography methodologies as the 
lived experience of the social fabric is told through the eyes of Irish-Czech resident, 
Dr. Sally Ruddy. I begins at the CSPS Hall, or the social hall for the Czech com-
munity, as Sally tells the tale of her early family coming in from the Dakota prairie 
with a sign hung around their necks telling St. Paul citizens whom to find as they 
could only speak Czech. Many West 7th landmarks are given their proper histories 
of this time.
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“Bronx” 
2020

WAYFARERS IS PROUD TO PRESENT RANSOM 2 
www.brooklynwayfarers.org/ransom2-registration 

Conceived and directed by George Ferrandi
Poem by A.W. Strouse

Images by Wayfarers members and artists around the world

RANSOM 2 is an Instagram-specific collaborative exhibition presented by 
Wayfarers in Brooklyn, NY. Conceived and directed by artist and founder of 
Wayfarers George Ferrandi, RANSOM 2 features the work of almost 400 artists 
operating from a wide range of skill levels, and hailing from an equally wide 
range of geographical locations. Shirking the unspoken rule against “pay-to-
play” exhibitions, RANSOM 2 playfully declared itself a pyramid scheme, and 
“demanded” that each participating artist pay a fee in exchange for the assignment 
of one word from a story that didn’t yet exist. (The funds generated by RANSOM 
2 enabled artist-run Wayfarers to keep its studios running and doors open for the 
last six months, after many members’ income had been affected by COVID.)

“ 8,000,000 broken Brooklyn
 hearts Queens Manhattan 
 BRONX Staten-Island reborn
 revitalized unstoppable head-high
 kicking screaming protesting...
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ORSH: One Room Schoolhouse
 [production stills]  Winter 2012

 time-based situational event taking place as part of 
Art Shanty Projects

  outside/interior views of schoolhouse structure; ORSH logo
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ORSH: One Room Schoolhouse
 [production stills]  Winter 2012

 time-based situational event taking place as part of 
Art Shanty Projects

 classes in session, Logic 101, and Html for the Blackboard 
(w A.J. Warnick)
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ORSH: One Room Schoolhouse
 [production stills]  Winter 2012

 time-based situational event taking place as part of 
Art Shanty Projects

 Sound class; Lindy Hop class; students in the morning;
Self-Defense with Nathan Freeman
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ORSH: One Room Schoolhouse
 [production stills]  Winter 2012

 time-based situational event taking place as part of 
Art Shanty Projects

 History of BBQ; Bow and Arrow making; Music Appreciation 
with Eric Gorvin
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NOT-BOOK: This is Not A Book, 2011 
Collaborative book, claiming the printed collateral as a site for intervention.

 With 19 national artists, I produced the first Issue of NON-BOOK as a means to 
use the printed form as a means to “be” the work, not “represent” the work. 

Employing die-cuts, fold-outs, mini-books-inside-a-book, QR codes, and other detachable 
and insertable forms, all artists created works that are unique, 

and will not be reprinted again. 
#108-page full coloe perfect bound 50 white newsprint, Expanded CD, plastic envelope.
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Rumble on the Southside, 2009 
 time-based situational event taking place at Art of This Gallery
 32-day long piece in which a modular structure was built.

 (9’x9’ stage or floor w/ aluminum corner posts, 9’ long plywood wall sections) 
and other artists invited to rumble, each bringing their own work to the “stage” each day.  

The performance built one on top the other, each in response to what had happened before. 

left – Haircuts in Exchange for Stories of Loss or Risk, w. resident artist Sarah Petersen, Saturday afternoon
 right – turning the structure into a recording studio, w. res artist Sam Hoolihan, recurring Mondays
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Rumble on the Southside, 2009 
 time-based situational event 32-day long piece in which a modular structure was built

 (9’x9’ stage or floor w/ aluminum corner posts, 9’ long plywood wall sections) 
and other artists invited to rumble, each bringing their own work to the “stage” each day.  

The performance built one on top the other, each in response to what had happened before. 

Authority Transfer w. guest artist Janet Loebbrecht, Sunday afternoon          
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Rumble on the Southside, 2009 
 time-based situational event 32-day long piece in which a modular structure was built  

(9’x9’ stage or floor w/ aluminum cornerposts, 9’ long plywood wall sections) and other artists 
invited to rumble, each bringing their own work to the “stage” each day. The performance built 

one on top the other, each in response to what had happened before.          
       

top – four resident artists form an ad hoc rock band, opening night 
bottom – Floor returns to the White Wall, w. guest artist Christopher Pole, closing day 
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Rumble on the Southside, 2009 
 time-based situational event
 

announcement cards, front and back         
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Bowie Marquee, or Spectacle, 2008
video still, Time: 12 mins, on loop

 The marquee outside the Hippodrome in London where David Bowie performed in 1974
was projected 8’ tall at night across the outside of a residential house in N.E.Minneapolis. 

Full audio of the 12 mins recorded outside the Theater: street noise, fans, passersby, heightened 
excitement, and ramps up to the announcer announcing Mr. Bowie. Image remains only the mar-

quee, running from right to left across house. Footage from P.A. Pennebaker’s documentary. 
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Courting, or the Importance of Cinema on An American Girl growing Up in the ‘70s
video still, Time: 78 mins. DVD 

only to be watched at home (never screened in gallery), 2010




